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Subject: 38 HSCA-referred DOD documents

Body:

I didn't realize Tim was going to be out today and tomorrow, and you'll be gone next week, so I direct the 

question to you so that Tim and I will know what to do next week when you're gone.You'll recall that we sent 

DOD 38 unclassified referred documents from the HSCA numbered files back on February 8th of this year. We 

never heard back from them on this batch. Accordingly, in our May 3rd letter to Stewart Aly (in addition to 

asking for evidence on the 3 Security Classified documents DOD had requested postponements in), we told 

him we intended to take these 38 documents up at our June 25-26 Board meeting and again asked for their 

input.Tim has yet to hear anything more from Stewart Aly on these 38, despite the fact that when we sent 

them to DOD in February we figured they'd be no-brainers for the most part.Now, I have no particular desire 

to enter 38 documents on the review track, make copies for the Board boxes, etc, when I suspect DOD would 

release all or most of them in full if they'd only bother to look at them. On the other hand, we're all getting 

tired of waiting (most weeks, I entirely forget that we ever forwarded them to DOD at all), and maybe its time 

to just have the Board clear them.While I realize you'll want Tim's concurrence before a final course is settled 

on, do you have any thoughts/direction for us in terms of next week's Board meeting? Thanks.
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